BENEFITS
Control accelerometers are installed in parallel with the test article.
The shaker control system controls the force and acceleration signals independently using the algorithm:
F/Fo and A/Ao<I.0
WhereF is themeasured base inputforce, Fois thereference forcelimitingspecification, A is themeasured base inputacceleration, and A,,is thereference acceleration specification.
FortheCM-2Xybion camera package vibration testing, theSemi-empirical Method (Ref.
3) wasused to define theforcelimits.TheSemi-empirical Method theoretical equation is applied forrandom vibration:
Where S_ is the force spectral density, C is a constant which depends on the test configuration, M,, is the static mass of the test item, S^A is the acceleration spectral density, f is the frequency in Hertz (Hz), and t_, is the fundamental resonant frequency (Hz) of the test article.
The torte limit, Svv, is proportional to the acceleration control spectrum SAA The acceleration control spectrum is derived based on the envelope of test data, flight data or analysis at the interface between the test article and its flight mounting location. Any inherent error in the acceleration control spectrum will also adversely affect the force limiting spectrum.
Some engineering judgement and reference data for similar test configurations must be used to estimate the value of C used in the equation (2). The validation of equation (2) 
CM-2 XYBION CAMERA PACKAGE TESTING
The CM-2 Xybion camera package was random vibration tested in three mutually perpendicular axes (normal. radial, and tangential) to evaluate the benefits of force limiting. The Xybion camera package is a cantilevered test configuration composed of a base mounting bracket and the Xybion camera. The test configuration, instrumentation locations and axes coordinate system is defined in figure 1. Six force gages were mounted between the Xybion mounting bracket and the test fixture to measure the base input force. Two control accelerometers (not shown) were mounted on the fixture. Only the control accelerometers, not the force gages, were used to control the Xybion camera package test. Control to the nominal acceleration test specification was excellent in all three axes. The base input force was monitored but not used in the shaker control algorithm due to test schedule constraints.
Calculation of the force limiting specification requires an estimate of the structural dynamic response of the test article. An example of the force limit calculation for the normal axis is given in table I.
The first step in calculating the force limit is to estimate the fundamental frequency, t_,and the total mass, M,,, of the test article. Because the CM-2 mission is a reflight of CM-! hardware, qualification test data existed for the estimation of f_,.The total mass, M,,, of the CM-2 Xybion camera package is 9.6 pounds (Ibs).
The second step in computing the force limiting specification is to develop the interlace acceleration control spectrum specification using previous test data, flight data or by analysis. The CM-2 Xybion camera package interface acceleration control specification is based on the envelope of previous CM-I Xybion camera package test data from 20 to 2000 Hz.
The final step in calculating the force limit is to estimate the constant C. Selection of the C value can be based on the desired notch depth. The C factor can also be chosen such that the force limit is constrained to the test article structural design limit load factor.
The lorce limiting criteria developed for the Xybion camera package was to constrain the root mean square (rms) force limit to be 95 percent of 1.1 times the limit load factor. This ensures that the force limit and the testing control tolerances would not allow the test to exceed the limit load factor (defined at the center of gravity of the structure) for the Xybion camera package. By constraining the force limit by the structural design limit load factor, the test article is effectively exposed to a pseudo strength test during the execution of the random vibration test.
Theapparent mass is defined asthemagnitude of thestructural impedance of thetestarticle(ref.3) . The apparent mass, or dynamic mass, is a measure of theratioof thereaction force to theprescribed acceleration. At frequencies belowthefundamental resonance, theapparent mass is thestaticmass. At resonance, the apparent mass is thestaticmass multiplied by thedynamic magnification factor, Q. Beyond thefundamental resonance, theapparent mass is reduced belowthestaticmass value. FortheXybioncamera package, the staticmass is 9.6pounds (lbs).Theapparent mass forthenormal, radial, andtangential excitation directions areillustrated by figures 3,5,and7,respectively.
Duetoschedule limitations in theStructural Dynamics Laboratory, forcelimitingwasnotimplemented fortheXybioncamera package test. However, pretest forcelimitingspecifications weredeveloped asa benchmark tocompare withthemeasure base inputforcewithout forcelimiting.
Inthenormal axis( fig.2) ,thebenefit of forcelimitingwouldhavebeen a4.4dBreduction in themeasuredoverall base inputforce(noforcelimiting) from206to.123.6 lbsrms. Thereduction wasexhibited over a broadband frequency range. Force limitingwouldhavealsoprovided areduction of 6.7dB atthemeasured fundamental resonance (I 172Hz)in thenormal axis.
Intheradial axis( fig.4 ) thebenefit of forcelimitingwouldhave been obtained justatthefundamental resonance (3.7dB reduction at 364Hz),withnoimpact elsewhere.
Thethreelimitingbenefit wouldhave been minimal in thetangential ( fig.6 ) testing axis.
CONCLUSIONS
Theapplication of force limiting to random vibration testing is straight forward and beneficial for minimizing overtesting of the test article. Force limiting can be used to measure the center of gravity response of thc test article. The force limit can be constrained to the design load factor for the test article enabling a pseudo strength test while pertbrming the random vibration test. For the CM-2 Xybion camera package testing, the impact of torce limiting would have been greatest in the normal axis where a 4.4 dB reduction in the broadband spectrum and a 6.7 dB reduction at the fundamental resonance could be realized. In the radial axis, a 3.7 dB reduction due to force limiting could be realized at the fundamental resonance.
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